ABSTRACT. It is well-known that in the class of convex functions the (nonnegative) remainder of the Midpoint Rule of the approximate integration is majorized by the remainder of the Trapezoid Rule. Hence the approximation of the integral of the convex function by the Midpoint Rule is better than the analogous approximation by the Trapezoid Rule. Following this fact we examine remainders of certain quadratures in the classes of convex functions of higher orders. Our main results state that for 3-convex (5-convex, respectively) functions the remainder of the 2-point (3-point, respectively) Gauss quadrature is non-negative and it is not greater than the remainder of the Simpson's Rule (4-point Lobatto quadrature, respectively). We also check the 2-point Radau quadratures for 2-convex functions to demonstrate that similar results fail to hold for convex functions of even orders. We apply Peano Kernel Theorem as a main tool of our considerations.
INTRODUCTION
Our starting point is the celebrated Hermite-Hadamard inequality stating that if a function f : I → R defined on a real interval I is convex, then
for any x, y ∈ I, x = y. If we apply the second inequality of (1) to the intervals with endpoints x, After a slight rearrangement, we arrive at
Of course both terms above are non-negative by the first inequality of (1) . Observe that (3) states that for a convex function f : I → R and for any x, y ∈ I the remainder of the Midpoint Rule of the approximate integration is non-negative and not greater than the remainder of the Trapezoid Rule. This fact is well-known (cf. e.g. [7, p. 52 , Remark 1.9.3]). We recalled the proof because of the methods used in this paper.
In 1926 Hopf [5] considered the functions with non-negative divided differences:
and [x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ; f ] = [x 2 , . . . , x n+1 ; f ] − [x 1 , . . . , x n ; f ]
The function f : I → R with [x 1 , . . . , x n+2 ; f ] 0 (for any x 1 , . . . , x n+2 ∈ I) is called (after Popoviciu [9] ) n-convex. Let us remark that the other authors (like Bullen [3] or Pinkus and Wulbert [8] ) use in this context the terminology (n + 1)-convex function. Both conventions have both advantages and disadvantages. For some discussion of this matter see [12] . We will stay with Popoviciu's definition (here 1-convexity means ordinary convexity). Let us mention that n-convex functions have nice regularity properties. In particular, they are (n − 1)-times continuously differentiable on the interior of a domain with convex derivatives of order n − 1; they are also Riemann integrable on each interval [a, b] ⊂ I. Furthermore, if f is (n + 1)-times differentiable on I, then f is n-convex if and only if f (n+1) 0 on I. For these properties see for instance [6, 8, 9, 10] . Nevertheless, not every n-convex function is so regular. The example is the spline function f (x) = x n + , where x + = x+|x| 2 , for which f (n) (0) does not exist. But for the purposes of the approximate integration even the assumption upon the integrand to be (n + 1)-times continuously differentiable seems to be not too restrictive.
Bessenyei and Páles obtained in [1] many inequalities of Hermite-Hadamard type for convex functions of higher orders, among them
for any x, y ∈ I such that x < y, provided f : I → R is 2-convex,
for any x, y ∈ I provided f : I → R is 3-convex and
for any x, y ∈ I provided f : I → R is 5-convex. They used the method of smoothing. The author reproved these inequalities by a support technique (cf. [11, 13] ). If [−1, 1] ⊂ I and x = −1, y = 1, then inequalities (4), (5), (6) reduce to
respectively. The functionals above are very well known in the numerical analysis Radau, Gauss-Legendre and Lobatto quadratures:
(2-point right Radau),
(2-point Gauss-Legendre),
(3-point Gauss-Legendre),
. In this paper, following (3), we examine the remainders of quadratures G n and L n+1 (for n ∈ {2, 3}) to investigate which one gives better approximation of the integral of the (2n − 1)-convex function. Such a comparison is justified because both quadratures are exact on polynomials on order 2n − 1. We prove that (10) 0
That both above remainders are nonnegative follows by (8) , (9) . The second inequality of (10) is obviously equivalent to
For that reason, to obtain (10), we need to determine the error terms of the quadratures
for n ∈ {2, 3}. The analogous inequality is not valid for Radau quadratures R 2 , R r 2 (in the class of 2-convex functions). This tells us that it is impossible to say which Radau 2-point quadrature gives better approximation of the integral of the 2-convex function.
ERROR TERMS OF CERTAIN QUADRATURES
In this section, we determine the error terms of the quadratures
To this end we use Peano Kernel Theorem (cf. [2] ). Let us recall it.
Peano Kernel Theorem. Let E be a continuous linear functional on C[a, b] such that E[p] = 0 for any polynomial p of degree at most r − 1 for some r ∈ {1, 2, . . . }. Let
Next we deal with the Peano kernels of the remainders of symmetric quadratures. Recall that the quadrature Q (defined for functions f :
For example, all Gauss-Legendre and Lobatto quadratures are symmetric, also the quadrature
is symmetric.
Lemma 2. Let Q be a symmetric quadrature, which is exact for polynomials of order r−1, where r ∈ N is an even number (i.e.
(r−1)! is the Peano kernel of E, it is enough to check that k is an even function.
Observe that
Because Q is symmetric Q f (t) = Q f (−t) . Also the integral is symmetric. This leads to
Since r is even, (x − t) r−1 = f x (t) − g x (t). This is a polynomial (of a variable t) of degree r − 1. Then Q is precise on f x − g x , which means that
Using the equations (11), (12), (13) we arrive at
and the proof is finished.
Now we are in a position to present main results of this section.
for some ξ ∈ [−1, 1].
Proof. Consider the linear (and continuous on
Trivially E[e i ] = 0 for the monomials e i (x) = x i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, hence all the assumptions of the Peano Kernel Theorem are met for r = 4. It is not difficult to determine the Peano Kernel of E. This is, of course
Taking into account that (for
we arrive at
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after a bit of computation we obtain
It is easily seen that
which completes the proof.
Proof. We start in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 3. Consider the linear (and
Trivially E[e i ] = 0 for the monomials e i (x) = x i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, hence all the assumptions of the Peano Kernel Theorem are met for r = 6. The Peano Kernel of E has the form 
From now on our proof completely differs from the proof of Proposition 3.
Let us start with x ∈ √ 5 5 ,
. Then
5 , then
Assume now that On the other hand,
It was left to check that k(x) > 0 on 0,
5 . To this end we apply Budan-Fourier Theorem (cf. [4] for a formulation and the elementary proof). It states that the number of real roots belonging to the interval (a, b] (counting multiplicities) of a polynomial p of degreee n with real coefficients equals to V (a) − V (b) − 2m, where m is either zero, or the natural number. The term V (x) stands for the number of sign changes in the sequence
at a point x with the convention that zeros are not counted. The signs of the terms of the sequence k(0), k (0), . . . , k (6) (0) are simply the signs of the coefficients of k starting with a constant term and finishing with the leading coefficient. The sequence of these signs is (+, 0, −, 0, −, +, −), whence V (0) = 3. Now our job is to determine V √ 5
5 . We would not like to bore the reader with the easy differentiation of k and long computations. Let us give only the final results, which could be checked either manually (as the authors did), or with the help of computer software (the authors, of course, did it too).
Then we can see that V K(x) dx = f (6) (ξ) 94500 , which completes the proof.
MAIN RESULT
Our main result is the immediate consequence of the above propositions.
Theorem 5. Let n ∈ {2, 3} and f ∈ C 2n [−1, 1] be (2n − 1)-convex. Then
Proof. The inequality
follows by (8) , (9) . Because f is (2n − 1)-convex, we have f As we can see, both of them are nonnegative, so the authors are almost sure that Theorem 5 remains valid for n ∈ {4, 5} as well as for any n ∈ N.
